Dalhousie
FEMINIST SEMINAR
SERIES 2019_2020
12pm–1pm

Dalhousie occupies the ancestral and unceded territory of the Mi’kmaq People

SEPT 13 Mona Campbell 3109
Stel Raven | Queering and Decolonizing the Concept of Gender: Improving our work with Trans Folks

OCT 18 McCain 2016
Maria Gómez | Shared Lies: Exploring the role of the criminal justice system in cases of violence against gender non-conforming individuals in Latin America

NOV 22 McCain 2016
Val Johnson | Investigating White Women’s Colonizing Care in Residential Schools & the Potential of Community Collaboration

DEC 6 McCain 2016
Alana Cattapan | Mis/uses of Anger: Thirty Years after the Montreal Massacre

JAN 17 McCain 2021
Camille van der Marel | Theory in Practice: Dionne Brand’s Complicit Graduate Students

FEB 7 Mona Campbell 1107
Cassandra Hannrahan | Non-Anthropocentric Social Work: Expanding the Circle of Compassion

FEB 14 McCain 2021
Asha Jeffers | "I can't say I hated her": Rebellious Daughters in U.S. Black Immigrant Literature

MARCH 6 McCain 2021
OmiSoore Dryden | Black Feminist Health Studies

MARCH 27 McCain 2021
Tasia Alexopoulos | Embezzlers & Boodlers: Polygamy, the "Mad Scientist," and Canadian Legal Policy

FREE PUBLIC EVENT
all are welcome